
Be stylish in your kitchen, too!

A ray of sunshine in your kitchen
Simplicity meets style for a fresh kitchen aesthetic and a
total look on your countertop!

1.25 L capacity for up to 15 cups

The large 1.25 L capacity prepares up to 15 cups of
coffee, for freshly brewed coffee all day long.

Timer for freshly brewed coffee right when you
wake up

The timer function allows you to program the
brewing cycle up to 24 hours in advance. Wake up
to freshly brewed coffee every morning.

Transparent water window for easy filling and dosing

The transparent water window ensures precise, easy
filling and dosing.

Pivoting filter holder for greater comfort of use

Coffee dosing is made easy thanks to the pivoting
filter holder which ensures easy access.

Anti-drip system for coffee any time

Thanks to the anti-drip system, you can pour a cup
of coffee at any time during the brewing cycle with
no fear of drips.

Auto-off for total peace of mind

Thanks to auto shut-off, the coffee maker shuts down
automatically following a 30-minute keep warm cycle,
for worry-free coffee and total peace of mind.

FCM SOLEIL TIMER FG380
FG380E10

Technical Characteristics
MAIN FEATURES

 Number of Cups 10-15

 Timer Programmable

 Carafe Glass

 Keep warm time Glass carafe- 30min

 Design & Material Plastic

OTHER FEATURES

 Water level Window

 O/I switch
(lighted/Unlighted)

Lighted

 Keep warm Yes

 Auto-off - Shut-off Yes

 Maximum coffee quantity 1.25 L

 Swiveling filter holder Yes

 Coffee Dripping Anti-drip

 Power 1000 W

 Colours Pepper

Country of origin : China



Repairable at fair price - 15 years

6200 approved repairers worldwide

Be stylish in your kitchen, too!

SHORT DESCRIPTION

Welcome your sense of style into your kitchen, with the Moulinex Soleil kitchen range. Offering simple
lines and a fresh, friendly aesthetic, it brings a ray of sunshine to your kitchen and a total look to your
countertop. The filter coffee maker's range of dedicated, convenient features ensures freshly brewed
coffee made easy.

EDITORIAL DESCRIPTION

Moulinex Soleil filter coffee maker: Be stylish in your kitchen, too!

Express your sense of style with a kitchen range that brings a total look to your countertop. The Soleil
filter coffee maker's simple lines and fresh aesthetic are a welcome ray of sunshine to brighten up
even the most stylish of kitchens. Featuring a 1.25 L capacity, this coffee maker brews enough for up
to 15 cups, ensuring delicious coffee all morning long. A transparent water window makes filling and
dosing easy, along with a pivoting filter holder that ensures perfect access. In addition, an anti-drip
system allows you to pour a cup of coffee anytime during the brewing cycle without fear of drips,
while an auto-off function automatically shuts down the coffee machine following a 30-minute keep
warm cycle, for total peace of mind. Rounding it all off are 1000 W of power , as well as a glass carafe
for easy monitoring and attractive serving. With Moulinex Soleil, be stylish in your kitchen, too!

ETAILING DESCRIPTION

MOULINEX FCM SOLEIL TIMER FG380 FG380E10
 

Soleil coffee maker: be stylish in your kitchen, too, A ray of sunshine in your kitchen: simplicity meets
style for a fresh kitchen aesthetic •, 1.25 L capacity for up to 15 cups, Timer function, Transparent
water window for easy filling and dosing, Coffee machine with pivoting filter holder for greater comfort
of use, Anti-drip system: pour a cup of coffee anytime during the brewing cycle with no fear of drips,
Auto-off for total peace of mind: automatic shut-down following a 30-minute keep warm cycle, Glass
carafe for easy monitoring and stylish serving , 1000 W of power for freshly brewed coffee anytime.

LOGISTICS DATA - CMMF : 7211004747

 EAN CODE PCS / PARCEL PCS / LAYER LAYER / PALLET PCS / PALLET PCS / CONTAINER

EAN ST : 3045387247478
EAN UC :

2 12 3 36
C20 : 1 236
C40 : 2 592
HQ4 : 3 024

UNPACKED PRODUCT PACKED PRODUCT STANDARD PARCEL PALLET
DIMENSIONS (D x W x H) 247 x 210 x 332 (mm) 240 x 238 x 354 490 x 256 x 376 1 200 x 800 x 1 262

WEIGHT 1.75 (KG) 3,62 (KG) 7,24 (KG) 151,32 (KG)
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